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looks like gold when you kiss your little honey nice and handy.

Love lies under the old oak tree;

sugar flows like candy. The top of the mountain old oak tree; sugar flows like candy. The
When you top of the mountain looks like gold.

When you kiss your little honey nice and handy.

Like candy-

Like candy-

Sugar flows.
looks like gold, when you kiss, when you kiss,
looks like gold, when you kiss,
looks like gold, when you kiss, when you kiss,
looks like gold, when you kiss, when you kiss,
looks like gold, when you kiss, when you kiss,
looks like gold, when you kiss, when you kiss,
looks like gold, when you kiss, when you kiss,
looks like gold, when you kiss, when you kiss.

When you kiss, when you kiss your little honey nice and hand-
kiss your little honey nice and kiss your little honey nice and han-
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